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Simple MRP Plugin 

 

The MRP plugin was designed to help users know what components they are short to make 

Assembly Items on unallocated sales orders or based on a Works Order (WO) plan. It also 

helps control sending stock to a subcontractor to do a process. Menu Option explanations:  

New Works Order (WO) 

 

The new works order menu option allows us to see all Assembly items and what their 

potential stock Qty is. The potential is based on what is in stock, less what is on sales order 

or required in WOs, plus what is already on PO or being made.  



 

The Works Order form above allows us to specify the Qty to Make. This will automatically try 

to allocate the components. If any are short and also assembly items we have a toolbar 

button to “Explode All Sub-Assemblies” and this will automatically create any Sub Works 

Orders.  

The General section contains the Assembly item we want to make. If it is linked to a sales 

order then there is also information from the SO. 

The Subcontract WO section allows you to specify a supplier that does the build or process. 

You can use a non stock item for the process and a cost price. You can create a PO for the 

Subcontractor to do the process. This can then follow the GRN and Bill procedure for the 

work.  

The Transfer to WIP section allows you to take the components from stock and into a WIP 

location. It could be that you want to issue the stock to the shop floor. Or it could be that 

you want to send the components to the subcontractor supplier for the process to be done.  

The Components section is a list of all the components and the Qty required and allocated. 

If any are sub-assemblies if there are unallocated qty you can create sub works orders. Sub 

works orders take the number /1 /2 etc. so we know they are all related.  

You can change the Qty of any components, Add or Remove components from the list by 

right mouse clicking.  

 

 



Find Works Orders 

 

This is a list of outstanding works orders. 

Make to Sales Order  

 

This is a list of all outstanding sales order item lines with an Assembly item and unallocated 

qty.  

I can tick the “Explode Sub-Assemblies Button” so when I create the works orders it will 

explode any shortages of other sub assembly items automatically.  



 

If we look at SO 249 you can see that the Bike has multiple Sub-Assemblies that are not in 

stock so its created sub works orders. Sub works orders are linked by /1 /2 /3 etc.  

If a Works Order is a manual WO to a plan then its prefixed WO. If it is linked to a Sales 

Order its prefixed WSO-SameSOnumber. So you know that this Works order is linked to a 

sales order. The #1 is the item line number in the linked SO.  

 

If we look at the first Works Order you can see the 2 sub assembly works orders created. 

NB that one of the sub-assemblies has not had a works order created automatically. This is 



because in setup we have stated to never explode shortages on this assembly item. This is 

usually when we make in bulk of the item so want to do a bigger works order for 

assemblies. 

This leads u onto the next menu item Make in Bulk.  

 

Make in Bulk 

 

You may not make to sales order. You may release works orders in bulk. The above shows 

all the potential qty for assembly items. So you could create works orders to cover all sales 

orders not 1:1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Reduce Shortages 

 

If you have had a delivery of components then you can see what works orders are waiting 

for them and allocate them in bulk with this routine. You can filter by WO and SO dates.  

Batch Printing 

 

Batch Printing allows you to print in bulk: Labels, Pick Notes, Sub Contractor Delivery Notes 

and Works Orders. You also do this in an individual WO form as well.  



 

 

 

 



Setup – Never Explode Shortages 

 

This allows you to specify any Assemblies that you do not want to automatically explode 

shortages. It also allows you to specify if a particular assembly is usually subcontracted and 

the usual non stock item line that defines the work to be done. The main supplier of this 

item is defaulted in to be the subcontractor but can be changed in a WO.  

Setup – Supplier WIP locations 

 

This allows you to define a WIP location for each supplier at the WIP warehouse. This 

defaults into the transfer section of a works order. This is so we know what stock of ours is 

at each supplier and also create a Pick / Delivery note for the Subcontractor supplier.  



Works Order Notes 

If you delete a WO then if there are any sub works orders it will also delete them assuming 

they are not completed.  

Any WO can be completed if fully allocated.   

When a WO is completed then it will automatically allocate the stock to the WO above that’s 

waiting for it. If the WSO is linked to the sales order then it would allocate it to the sales 

order.  

No Allowance for Variance. i.e. if the production process yielded 9 instead of 10 from the 

components to make 10. You would need to adjust 1 out of stock after completion.  

No Partial Completion of WOs. You would need to create multiple WOs. 

No Partial Transfers in a WO. You would transfer all components to WIP or not. You could 

again create multiple WOs to deal with this.  

Explode Sub Assemblies. If chosen will take into account if you have free stock of these 

sub- assemblies.  

The Unallocated BOM items on a sales order can be item lines or part of a Kit item line. We 

would treat them the same.  

To PO components that are required you would use the standard Auto Generate PO routine. 

Note Assembly items will not appear in this list as long as they don’t have a Main Supplier 

assigned.  

 



You could use the Adjustment In and Out plugin if partially or fully breaking down items 

back into stock components etc.  

 

The Sales Order and Purchase Order Find List view needs to be changed to exclude MRP 

customer and supplier.  

You would need to review any outstanding SO or PO reports to also exclude the MRP 

customer and supplier.  


